
Graph Neural Networks with Adaptive Residual

Introduction
Graph neural networks (GNNs) have shown their power in graph
representation learning. In this work, we discover an interesting and
important phenomenon that although the residual connections in the
message passing of GNNs improve the performance, but they also
immensely amplify GNNs’ vulnerability against abnormal node
features. To maintain the benefits of residual connections while
promoting the resilience to abnormal data, we propose and derive a
simple, efficient, and interpretable message passing scheme that
adaptively adjusts the residuals for each node. Our comprehensive
experiments demonstrate that the proposed GNN with adaptive
residuals (AirGNN) has impressive robustness against various types of
abnormal node features without sacrificing the performance when the
data is clean. Moreover, the adaptive score in AirGNN serves as a good
indicator for the anomaly, which is useful in safety-critical applications.

Preliminary
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• The proposed AirGNN significantly improves the robustness against abnormal node
features without sacrificing the performance in clean data setting

• The adaptive score in AirGNN serves as a strong indicator for the anomaly

Algorithm Experiment

Can we design a message passing with node-wise adaptive 
feature aggregation and residual connection to achieve

good performance on both types of nodes? 

Adaptive Message Passing
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Examples of abnormal features
• Missing feature: new users in social networks
• Noisy feature: uncertainty and dynamics in traffic information
• Adversarial features: node attributes are maliciously manipulated

A Practical Scenario

Observations
• Residual connection helps GNNs benefit from more aggregation layers
• Feature aggregations can boost the performance for noisy nodes
• Residual connection makes GNNs more fragile to noisy node features

• Normal features need residual connections to avoid over-smoothing
• Residual connections hurt the performance for nodes with abnormal features

Node-wise adaptive message passing

Interpretation as feature selection

• Small residual (𝛽! → 1): if (𝐗"#)" is significantly inconsistent with local
neighbors => remove feature (𝐗"#)";

• Large residual (𝛽! → 0): if (𝐗"#)" is consistent with local neighbors =>
select feature (𝐗"#)";

• 𝛽! provides a natural transition from 0 to 1 modulated by 𝜆 for each node 𝑣!

AirGNN: GNN with Adaptive Residual

• Adaptive message passing (AMP) can be used as a building block in many
GNN architecture

• In this work, we adopt the decoupled architecture:

• Parameters 𝜃 are trained by the cross-entropy loss defined on labeled data
through back propagation

Node classification performance on nodes with noisy features

Node classification performance on nodes with normal features

Node classification performance on adversarially perturbed nodes

Node classification performance in the clean data setting

Adaptive score 𝛽! in the adversarial setting

Motivation


